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a substantially larger population exists and that we have only found the tip of the iceberg.
Gra's arguments likewise do not withstand close scrutiny. He begins with the premise,
also proposed by Gibson and Flynn, that our survey and the LHS catalog are very similar.
As we have already noted, that premise is incorrect; our survey and the LHS are not directly
comparable. Our survey reached more than a magnitude deeper and found many objects to
which the LHS was not sensitive. A clear indication that we have not simply repeated the
LHS work is contained in our reduced proper motion diagram [gure 1 in (1)]: The LHS
catalog, as Gibson and Flynn mention, has relatively few objects with reduced proper motion
H
R
> 22; much of our sample, by contrast, is drawn from the stars with H
R
> 22. The
Liebert et al. (3) sample of LHS white dwarfs, on which Gra particularly focuses, likewise
included stars with a smaller range of proper motions than we allowed in our survey. It is
more logical to interpret these dierences as indicating that our survey is deeper and more
complete than to assume that the previous studies of white dwarfs in the LHS are complete
and we have made a mistake.
In addition, one of the coolest white dwarfs known before our survey, LHS 3250, was rst
cataloged in the LHS and is notably absent from the previous studies of the white dwarf
content of LHS. This star, and other cool white dwarfs that were previously cataloged, had
never been studied spectroscopically before our study. Rather, the assumption was that
their colors suggested that they were main sequence stars, not blue, cool white dwarfs with
collision-induced absorption (4). Indeed, to this day, there remain many objects in the LHS
that have not been measured spectroscopically.
These issues render comparison of our survey with the LHS, or the Liebert et al. sample
of that survey, much more complicated than simple, back-of-the-envelope calculations based
on the tables in Liebert et al., as proposed by Gra. In reality, a complete Monte Carlo
simulation of the populations and the survey is necessary to assess the sensitivity of our
survey in detail. Let us assume for the moment, however, that the Liebert et al. survey and
our survey are indeed directly comparable, as Gra suggests. He claims that the stars we
classify as halo stars would simply have been dubbed thick disk stars by Liebert et al. We
point out, though, that the Liebert et al. sample contained stars that unambiguously are
members of the galactic halo, along with others that may indeed be members of the halo.
For example, the star LHS 542, which is in their survey, was clearly shown to be a halo
member by Ibata et al. (5). The Liebert et al. (3) study is also missing stars: LHS 3250,
which may or may not be a halo member, is conspicuously absent from the Liebert et al.
study, partly because it was shown to be a white dwarf only recently (4), and Liebert et al.
took known white dwarfs from LHS without a complete search through the LHS catalog for
white dwarfs that had not been observed in detail. The halo star WD 0346+246 (6, 7) is
missing from both Liebert et al. (3) and the LHS, even though it was within the photometric
and proper motion detection limits of the LHS|which suggests that LHS is not complete at
the R = 18.5 level for white dwarfs. The latter two stars both have peculiar spectral energy
distributions.
In short, the LHS survey certainly does contain dark halo white dwarfs that have not
previously been identied as such. Indeed, 11 of the 38 stars that we listed [table 1 in (1)]
were in the LHS or LP catalog. However, the LHS catalog contains only a small number of
halo white dwarfs, and it is certainly not complete at the detection levels necessary to reveal
a convincing fraction of the halo white dwarf population.
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Gra continues by claiming that because the local density of halo main sequence stars
is 600 times smaller than the density of disk main sequence stars (8), the same should be
true for the white dwarfs. That claim has no basis in our current understanding of these
two dierent populations of stars. First of all, if the halo is composed of substantially older
stars that formed roughly coevally, as is generally believed, one would expect substantially
dierent ratios of white dwarfs and main sequence stars in the halo and disk. The disk
is believed to be a population of stars that have been continuously forming since the disk
formed. The comparison is thus moot, and the assertion that 1 in 30 of the stars in our
sample may be halo white dwarfs is rendered incorrect. The rst examples of halo white
dwarfs were discovered convincingly only in the past few years, and the construction of
relative numbers of these stars is impossible if one disregards the results that we published
in (1).
According to Gra, because our survey is proper-motion limited, we necessarily have
included more of the disk stars than we thought. Eectively, he claims, our 2- exclusion
is relegated to a 1- exclusion of the disk stars. That statement clearly does not hold in all
cases and, most important, in this case. Halo and even thick-disk stars should have average
proper motions higher than those of the disk; their kinematics are necessarily dierent from
those of the Sun. Furthermore, the 94 km s
 1
number|which is actually centered at the
point (V;U) = ( 35; 0), not (V;U) = (0; 0) as Gra seems to have assumed|comes from the
survey by Chiba and Beers (9), which examined the velocity distributions of stars that were
not kinematically selected. Therefore, there is no question that 94 km s
 1
is a 2- value.
To respond to Gra's nal point, we have not yet assessed the sensitivity of the survey in
(1) as a function of proper motion with any accuracy. [We did point out in (1) that there was
a less than 10% chance that we would nd any stars with 3 arcseconds of motion per year
or greater.] To assess that sensitivity|and, more important the sensitivity of our survey in
the V U parameter space that we plotted [gure 3 in (1)]|will require detailed modeling of
the survey and the various galactic populations.
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